PHD PROPOSAL TEMPLATE
Any person preparing for long, uncertain, very demanding, and with many
challenges journey, which should happily end with the acquisition of the highest
academic degree in science, should be systematically and thoroughly studied,
acquainted and learned beforehand about the process of acquiring a PhD.
Accordingly, the whole problematic of PHD dissertation processes can be
systematically elaborated in several thematic units: 1) the general features of
the doctor of science. 2) institutes for the implementation of the procedures for
acquiring the doctor of science, 3) obtaining PHD degree in PHD studies, 4)
selection and filing of PHD dissertation topics, 5) evaluation of dissertation and
PHD dissertation, 6) PHD dissertation, 7) defense of PHD dissertation, 9)
academic degree of doctor of science, 10) dissertation delivery, 11) promotion
of doctor of science, 12) acquiring of doctorate of science, and 13) honorary
doctorate of science. Regardless of the way and the process of acquiring a
doctorate in science, the following are the main features of this: - The Doctor of
Science provides its holder with the highest level of knowledge on the subject of
a particular scientific area (e.g. social sciences), scientific fields (e.g.
economics), and branches of science international economics). - A doctorate of
science gives his / her holder a license to be appropriately trained and
scientifically trained for scientific research and scientific research work. - The
Doctorate of Science provides its practitioner with an exemplary quantum of
theoretical and practical (i.e., applying) knowledge of methodology and
technology of scientific research (i.e. a solid quantum of knowledge on
methodology and technology for the production of scientific and professional
works) - Doctorate of Science gives his / her holder a license to be scientifically
qualified for a stand-alone scientific research work or independent scientificresearch work The doctorate of science often provides its holder with an
appropriate quantum of multidisciplinary knowledge, i.e. interdisciplinary,
multidisciplinary, tringisciplinary and multidisciplinary knowledge, which enables
him to be scientifically trained for the head of expert teams Although these
features of the PhD, , raise the doctors of science into the high magical spheres
of knowledge, abilities, scientific abilities (...), realistically and practically
observed, it should be understood that the doctorate of science only starts,
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the starting point, the first one a license, a fundamental reference, an entry visa
to the world of science, a world of endless possibilities, a world without limits
and limitations ... and never the goal and the crown of knowledge, ability, (...).
The aforementioned features of the PhD should certainly add another less
important feature, which is that the upper age limit for acquiring a PhD should
be lowered below the thirty years of each doctorate or doctor of science.
Procedures and sequences of activities are divided into three parts: a) Priority
activities on announcement of PHD dissertation topics and announcement of
mentor selection; b) Activities related to PHD dissertation submissions and
approval; c) Activities related to the work after the PHD dissertation's
completion and its surrender and defense. The selection and application of the
PHD dissertation topic, although similar to the procedure of selecting the topic
of the Master's thesis, differs in the quality, originality and contribution of
science, with the subject of the PHD dissertation having a very high scientific
level. The choice of PHD dissertation topic is done by a doctorate in agreement
with a potential mentor. The subject of such work has to deal with issues from
the scientific field and field of science in which the doctorate scientifically
qualifies and improves. The topic should be new, current, suitable and useful,
and it must concise, unambiguous and clear the essence of the contents of the
PHD dissertation. The doctor may suggest a new technical-technological
solution, a substantial improvement of a model, solution, but provided that such
a solution, model enhancement, published work ... must be standard formatted
and equipped as a quality PHD work. After choosing the topic of Ph.D.
dissertation, the PhD writes the Doctorate Thesis Proposal and announces her
proposal for the mentor. The proposal of the PHD thesis is: a) Curriculum Vitae
b) Subject title of the PHD dissertation c) Reasoning of topic title d) Working
structure of PHD dissertation e) Problem, subject and subject of research f)
Basic hypothesis and auxiliary hypotheses g) Summary of the content of the
individual chapters h) Purpose and objectives of the research i) Assessment of
previous researches j) Scientific methods k) Expected scientific contributions
and research results l) Application of research results m) Gantt chart of thesis
writing activity n) Literature o) dissertation. The PHD dissertation is submitted
to the end of the semester of the PHD study.
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